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About This Content

Developed by a real commercial pilot, FS Academy: On Instruments combines video tuition, flight briefings, approach charts
and FSX missions into a full training package for the sim pilot that wants to take their experience to the next level.

Learn how to use approach charts and fly complex instrument procedures including holding patterns, ILS approaches, and DME
Arcs.

Put your knowledge into practice with eight full FSX: Steam Edition missions which accompany the video series, testing your
abilities and getting you to fly like a professional. Beginning with basic instrument flying and progressing to a full flight from A

to B, you will be guided the whole way with comprehensive pre-flight briefings, custom made charts and audio commentary.
You will learn the techniques that real commercial pilots use to get you home on those dark and misty nights!

Don't get grounded on rainy days! Learn how to navigate between Navigation Aids such as NDBs, VORs and DME ground
stations to move from the world of visual flying and join the professionals. Instrument flying is the foundation of commercial

flying. A requirement for all airline pilots, it's time to learn how to fly on instruments like the pros with FS Academy: On
Instruments.

Click the 'View Manual' link on the right hand side of this page to view the comprehensive manual (you can print it out for
reference during flight).

Featuring over 1.5 hours of Ground School video tuition, FS Academy: On Instruments covers:
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Why fly IFR?

Human Factors

Aviation Rules of Thumb

Navigation Aids

Radio Navigation

Instrument Departures

Holding Patterns

DME Arcs

NDB & VOR Approaches

ILS Approaches
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Please give me a link to a song or at least the band name
thanks. Whats there really to say, its the soundtrack. It includes all of the monsters chase music, their search music (played when
you are hiding and there looking for you), and their patrol music. It also includes the main menu theme, the background ship
ambience noise, and the clutch control radio music, which I adore very much. If you have played the game, then you should be
able to recognize most or all of the music. All in all, I think its a great soundtrack and is reasonably priced. Fair warning though:
this is the soundtrack from a horror game. You might have flashbacks from when you've played the game. Its definitely brought
back memories of when I first saw each monster.. Subnautica: Below Zero (BZ) is a great sequel to Subnautica. It's set on the
same planet (4546B) as in the first game but in a different area. It is still in early access but its already looking to be a great
game. I recommend this sequel if you've played the first one as it kinda continues the story but in the perspective of another
character. It's got a large-ish open world, different forms of travel, nice soundtrack to complement the game and story. There
are both underwater and above water points of interest to explore. The only "con" to this game that I've experienced is the Early
Access aspect to the game which really is neutral as some people (like me) like to see how a game evolves from its starting
points to the end product.. This is already a great game, with many features still to come. If you are looking for mods, there are
plenty. It's still in early access, so there are bugs and the ATC, employee, and passenger AIs still make faults, so be warned. If
you make a large airport, turn autosave off and please make sure your computer can handle it.. I want to reccomend this game,
but I encountered a game-breaking glitch in the graveyard area with the guillotines. The game kept crashing everytime i died,
but dying is essential for the puzzles here, so I am blocked from completing the game.. I've only played this game for about 90
minutes so far but I'm loving it. The story so far is interesting enough to make me want to continue playing. The gameplay is
very similar to your typical BigFishGames hidden object game but even with that I would say you should give it a try. If you're
into the high action shoot-em-up games of today then you may want to pass on this.. First fight with random bandits they all had
guns. They immediately shot my horse and then me before I could even get remotely close.

I'll wait for Mount and Blade 2.. It's a fun little casual game about badgers, in space.
Generally something you can pick up and play whenever you have a few minutes spare.
If you can, pick it up.. The game is ok graphics are average .. But where is the dismemberment in these monster and zombie
games...so many games I have bought now chasing it as soon as I see no dismemberment I get board really quick...this is the
only reason I am giving it a negative but definately not the worst game I have played..
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Another one that makes up it's own playing time

This was a dreadful, badly translated, ugly, point-&-click game. I bought it because I thought the screenies looked ok, and
becasue I thought it was a HOG. It isn't either of those things.

A truly dreadful game I would not bother to review other than it is currently claiming I have played 128 hours of this hideous
mess. It was not even installed for as long as that.

I'm now off to check my library for more games claiming I like them more than I do. Bioshock Infinite = Overwhelmingly
overrated.

It's a good game, not a great one. Don't fall prey to the fanboy hype. Is it fun? Sure. But Bioshock Infinite suffers from a
convoluted plot that does not make much sense and seriously repetitive combat. The setting is a departure from the earlier
games in the series. Instead of being in an underwater city your character brawls through a cloud city-nation in the early years of
the 20th century. It's an interesting mashup. But it became tedious after the novelty of the scenery wore off. Progression through
the game's world felt limited and linear. The new gimmick is using a hook to whip around from point to point on tram rails. It
did not do much for me.

As with previous Bioshock installments you have a few powers that you can choose to equip and upgrade but it's all the standard
stuff. You are limited on weapon load out which I found to be disappointing, and they did not pack much of a punch until they
had been upgraded significantly. There's a steampunk element to it all which is kinda hip, but for me the game really started to
shine once I completed the main story and began the Buried At Sea DLC's. Both installments brought this full circle back to the
earlier games in the series and that was a nice touch.

Get this on sale including the Buried At Sea DLC package.. Ayame is the store clerk of Senran Kagura; but wasn't playable 'till
now. She's not a part of the story in any way; but it's nice to have another playable character that isn't out of franchise. As far as
a backstory; she's not really a huge part of this, or any game. She's always just been the checkout girl for the in-game store; and
she still is. Ayame isn't the best character to use; and her moves are nothing special. However, she is nice to have if you want to
have more characters.. A true masterpiece of that time, they did a great job: throwing out unfun parts of Cyberia and improving
what was really fun: FMV-shooting. I think FMV-graphics got much better.

There's now no separate difficulties for action and puzzle parts and we can't use scanners manually.

. Dont get attached to your units, sacrifices must be made to stop the blitzkrieg.. Great game, with amusing dialogue and
reminiscent of old rpgs like pokemon. The story isn't very long, but it's well written, side characters are creative and thought out,
and the battle style is engaging. I'd recommend it to anyone looking to binge through a game on a weekend :D (or you could play
it slower, but that's not my style). Take first person mechanics, Elite Dangerous visuals, and MOBA elements.
Add them together in a great looking game which is running on an average of 100 FPS with a GTX 980 on-board. That is what
Voidrunner is. Although it lacks in the UI design and some other "user experience" features, the fact that it is an Early Access
game makes it a promising multiplayer shooter which we will all be playing in the future.
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